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I write as an interested party with regard to the proposed Sunnica
Energy Farm. I am in no way opposed to solar power but it has to be in
the right place and for the right reasons.

I am opposed to this scheme and have been asked for my views with regard
to the following :-

This scheme is far far too large and will be taking up far too much
valuable and fertile agricultural land which would provide much needed
food for this country over the life span of this scheme. I can also see
that it will be difficult to re-instate this land back to agricultural
land in 40 years time

Sunnica's attitude towards the land where the plane crashed during WW2
is frankly disrespectful to those who lost their lives saving our
village of Isleham. This land should not be even considered to be in
this scheme.

The provision for the battery disposal at the end of this schemes life
is woefully inadequate. Battery storage so close to our villages is
insane- if there is a fire it will annialate us. There have been too
many instances of these battery fires. Even batteries for electric bikes
and cars have been known to cause fires that cannot be controlled so
what would happen if there was a fire here - it doesn't bear thinking about.

The displacement of the Stone Curlews is another concern will they ever
come back? Probably not - such a sad loss to our lovely countryside.

We moved to Isleham for the lovely far reaching countryside views,
nature and peace and quiet. All this will be destroyed by this vast
scheme. I am not against solar power but this scheme due to it's vast
size is unreal and will render our houses unsaleable and worthless. It
is not about solar power to power our villages but moneymaking by a
corporate giant with no concern for those who live and work in this area.

Stuart & Sue Hall
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